Valentine one wiring diagram

Quick Links Download this manual. With exclusive computer modes: all-bogeys; logic;
advanced-logic 40 pages. Controls and Functions Mounting â€” Where and How How to connect
to 12V, USB jack How to connect a headphone How to set Muted Volume Display readings For
civilian users, V1 Gen2 is a breakthrough on range. Page 5 Standard equipment on all V1 Gen2s,
but not activated at the factory. In the U. Page 6: Full Coverage In both cases, an ordinary radar
detector would have set you up for a big sur- prise because it would lead you to believe that
only one bogey was out there. Valentine One Gen2 Radar Locator 2. Windshield mount 3. Visor
mount 4. Lighter Adapter 5. Power cord, coiled 6. Power cord, straight 7. Spare suction cups 8.
Direct-wire Power Adapter 9. Wiring-harness connector Needs unobstructed view ahead. Sound
level indicated Rear Radar in display during Antenna Plug the other end into the Lighter
Adapter. For Bluetooth headphones, connect through your phone. How to set Muted Volume In
addition to the Initial Volume, you can also set the sound level you will hear after muting: Tap to
start the test tone. Page Lighter Adapter V1 Gen2 here. If you are unfamiliar with automotive
electrical systems, see a mechanic or car-stereo installer: 1. Page Installation - Concealed
Display 5. To operate, set volume and your choice of Analyzer Modes on Valentine One Gen2
see instructions on pages 4 and 6. Valentine One Generation Page 17 V1 Gen2 powers up. On
subsequent start-ups, V1 Gen2 will power up within a few seconds. When the engine is shut off,
V1 Gen2 will power down within 10 seconds in most vehicles. Exceptions are rare, but a few
vehicles may require up to 5 minutes to complete the shut off. Occasionally an alarm will be
initiated before verification is certain. Page What You Should Know About Radar Because
Valentine One Gen2 is so sensitive, it can easily find radar from the scattering of the beam, and
it can find these scatters a long time before the Page 20 Valentine One Gen 2 is designed to
track multiple threats. This sound will never be heard at any other time, not even during the
power-on ritual. Page 21 What Are False Alarms Since all radar detectors are simply radios
tuned to the microwave frequencies used by traffic radar, they automatically sound an alert
whenever they encounter signals on those frequencies. The problem is, other devices that are
not radar are also operating on radar frequencies. If the Locator points ahead or behind, try for
visual identification. When the Locator changes from Ahead to Beside and then Behind, you can
be sure the bogey is safely behind you. Still, to achieve the best defense, you must interpret this
information correctly. The following examples will help you get maximum protection. The Ahead
arrow will quickly pass to the side. Page 26 So warning range is short, too short if you have a
weak detector. Valentine One Gen2 readily detects photo radar. But it will be reported for what it
is, a weak signal. Page Laser Warning Remember that laser is infrared light, and the light path to
Valentine One Gen2 could be blocked by certain materials that are transparent to radar.
Consider: 1. Avoid locations blocked by wipers or windshield stickers. Make sure glass is clean.
Page Finding Laser Solution: Move away from source. The electrical systems of some cars
generate electromagnetic interferences, triggering laser alerts. How to test: Try V1 Gen2 in a
different car. Possible solution: Try relocating detector within the interfering car; also, your
dealer may have a factory fix. Page Troubleshooting 4. Try another power cord. Concealed
Display No communication 1. Try different connecting seems dead. Page 31 Directional arrows
are film some cars have them for inaccurate. Numerous false alerts. Other super- 1. Do not
operate V1 Gen2 heterodyne radar in close proximity to other detectors mounted detectors.
Still, radar behaves according to laws of physics. So does Valentine One Gen 2. There are
reasons for everything that happens. Please consider the following possibilities: 1. Page
Upgrades Upgrades The upgrade process is conducted entirely online. Specifications Operating
Frequencies: Works with all and-later cars. It receives only. The Federal Communication Act of
guarantees the right to receive radio transmissions of all types on all frequencies. Print page 1
Print document 40 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links Download this manual. The only
one with Full Coverage. Troubleshooting Troubleshooting 32 Troubleshooting Whenever we
make a performance breakthrough, we offer it to past customers as an upgrade. See X band..
You are vulnerable to radar either ahead of you or behind you. Radar ahead Radar to the side
Radar behind Ordinary detectors scan ahead of your car only. Spare fuse With the Concealed
Display: optional at extra cost Straight power cord, 8-foot Straight power cord, 3-inch Think of
the beam as a searchlight. Page 9 How Instant-on Pulse Radar Works As a defense against
detectors, many radar units can be operated in the Instant-on mode, also called the Pulse mode.
This means the radar is in position, but it is not transmitting a beam. So it cannot be detected.
When the target is within range, the radar operator switches on the beam and the radar
calculates the speed, usually in less than a second. You may get a brief K warning just as you
meet an oncoming car. Or a lingering K, nearly constant strength, as you move with traffic. Big
hint: a direction change on the Radar Locator as you pass another car. Page 11 Finding Radar
On-the-road situations Valentine One gives you far more information about radar than any radar

detector. Still, to achieve the best defense, you must interpret this information correctly. The
following examples will help you get maximum protection. Situation 1: You are driving toward a
radar aimed at you. Your Warning: The Behind arrow will glow. The Bogey Counter will show 1.
This sort of alert could last for miles because the closing rate is just a few mph. Your Warning:
Because these signals are usually weak, you'll get slow Beep or Brap if you hear Bra-Brap, the
warning for Ka band, it's probably radar. The Ahead arrow will quickly pass to the side. Your
Warning: The Ahead arrow will glow. Laser Warning requires more care in mounting. Remember
that laser is infrared light, and the light path to Valentine One could be blocked by certain
materials that are transparent to radar. Infrared is invisible to the naked eye â€” Page Finding
Laser Solution: Move away from source. The electrical systems of some cars generate
electromagnetic interferences, triggering laser alerts. How to test: Try V1 in a different car.
Possible solution: Try relocating detector within the interfering car; also, your dealer may have
a factory fix. Page Power Cords look for a reddish or copper tint. Same for mirrored sun
screens. Detector performance will be greatly reduced when V1 is mounted behind such
metallic films. Press suction cups to glass near center of windshield. Hint: A. Windshield mount
goes on from front. Main: Plug power cord to V1 here. BOB has two RJ11 telephone jacks. Page
Savvy This port has been required on all new cars built since January 1, Page Savvy V1 powers
up. On subsequent start-ups, V1 will power up within a few seconds. When the engine is shut
off, V1 will power down within 10 seconds in most vehicles. Exceptions are rare, but a few
vehicles may require up to 5 minutes to complete the shut off. Its only purpose is to defeat radar
detectors. Page Esp Extended Serial Protocol 3. It enables two-way communication and data
sharing between V1 and ESP-enabled devices. Page Troubleshooting Does the lighter work? If
not, check fuse in car lighter circuit. Try another power cord. Make sure the power cord to V1 is
plugged into the Main jack of the Lighter Adapter. Page Troubleshooting Numerous false alerts.
Other super- 1. Do not operate V1 in close proximity heterodyne to other detectors. Is it dying
on me? Try another car. If it still fails to function, follow these instructions to obtain factory
service. Page Specifications Specifications Operating Frequencies: This warranty is limited to
the original owner, and is Non-Transferable. It receives only. The Federal Communication Act of
guarantees the right to receive radio transmissions of all types on all frequencies. Print page 1
Print document 40 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual. The
only one with Full Coverage. In the U. Thanks for trusting me to find radar and laser for you.
Page 4: Full Coverage Instant-on, is simultaneously working the same territory? Mount
Valentine One so that it has a clear view ahead In both cases, an ordinary radar detector would
set you up and behind your car, using one of the mounts supplied. But Because Valentine One
is so sensitive, it can easily find know the territory. Look first at the Radar Locator. Page 7 The
Bogey Lock warning is Ahead arrow will glow. Probably the radar is aimed in your given
whenever Valentine One locks onto an additional direction, but maybe not. It might be aimed the
same way threat. Page 8: Laser Warning When Ahead-arrow lights, laser is ahead. When right
into an Instant-on trap. The Radar Locator is critical to the Behind-arrow lights, laser is behind.
If it points off to the side, Bogey counter displays three horizontal bars. The narrow laser beam
reads only the vehicle it no advanced warning. Laser alarms are rare with the Valentine One, so
be prepared to respond. How Laser Detectors Work Laser False Alarms A laser detector is an
electronic sensor calibrated for the infrared wavelength used by traffic laser. Page 12 If you
have doubts, see a mechanic or car-stereo less noticeable to others outside your car. It allows
you to installer. Lighter Adapter slides into place. Page Pop 3. Valentine One is designed to
recognize â€” and ignore â€” phony POP signals transmitted by poorly-designed detectors.
Occasionally a false alarm will be started before Page 16 Doubts. Make sure your windshield is
not radar protection. This warranty is limited to the original owner, and is Non- Transferable. It
receives only. The Federal Communication Act of guarantees the right to receive radio
transmissions of all types on all frequencies. Print page 1 Print document 20 pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. I did not like my Valentine One Radar Detector attached to my vehicles
windshield via suction cups. The obvious solution has been available for some time now.
Automotive enthusiasts have long determined that the ideal location for a radar detector was
immediately below the existing rearview mirror, a location that allowed unrestricted visibility,
forward and rearward, to the road. Blend Mount seems to have harnessed this idea into a
company which manufactures mirror attachments for a vast number of automobiles. I had one
on my recently departed Infinity FX and decided that my first project would be installing one on
my recently acquired Porsche Macan S. This project starts by identifying the Mirror on your car.
The Mirror Mount differs on whether you have a manual mirror or automatic dimming mirror.
The manual mirror has a switch stalk behind the mirror. The automatic does not. It is located on

the overhead console. The mount was ordered for the Gen 2 Valentine Radar Detector which
had just become available. However, I intended to use my current Valentine One detector while
waiting to order the Gen 2 detector. I am not sure what the differences were, but I was confident
I could make it work. The package arrived a few days later. Note that the wiring necessary to
power the Radar Detector Mirror Tap is not included with the mount. That had to be ordered
separately from the same website and vendor. I ordered the long Mirror Tap wiring because it
gave me more flexibility. Pictured below is the mount for the Gen 2 Valentine detector along
with a generic representation of the various adjustment options and the top and mid sections
that mount over the mirror stem. To convert the Valentine One to the Gen 2 mirror mount only
required that the suction cups be removed and the bracket mounted to the Gen 2 detectors
mount. See mock up photograph below The red arrows indicate the two nuts and bolts that
secure the detector bracket blue arrow to the mount. The green arrow shows the mirror tap
power supply cable. Note the photograph is from the rear of the detector. In surveying the
potential problems of this project, It seemed there was just no way to elegantly route and hide
the power wire from the Radar detector up to the headliner. Invariably it seemed that a good
portion of the power cable would be visible as it snaked up the side of the mirror to the
headliner. For me, that was not an option. This install needed to meet my own standards, which
meant no flopping wires and or exposed connections. In looking at the mirror and associated
sensors that adorned the Macan's windshield I decided the only logical place to exit the power
cable was in the rear of the mirror's "clamshell" covering. This clamshell covers the mirror
stems attachment point to the windshield glass. In addition this position was unobtrusive. If the
power cable was removed, the small opening and its location would be essentially invisible. The
process starts by not removing the clamshell, but removing the sensor array covering above
the clamshell. This would determine the feasibility of bridging on to the mirror power wires.
Photographs below. The sensor array cover could not be completely removed without removing
the mirror. However there was enough clearance to see behind it and it was not a pretty sight.
There was no room to gain access to the wires that powered the mirror. The mirror was powered
by a cable that was routed behind the large sensor assembly. I needed power for the Radar
detector but it was impossible to be sourced at this location. A trim removal tool is used to
gently separate the outside trim from its housing. Tread carefully here as the tabs are fragile.
Note: The second photograph below is for reference only, as it does not show the trim removed.
Nothing happened. Nada, zip. The plastic removal trim tool bent in submission and became
useless. I resorted to madness and broke out a large screwdriver and leaned on it in a highly
inappropriate fashion and still the overhead console refused to move one iota. Based on the
workshop manual the overhead console should pop out obediently with minimal but firm
pressure of the trim removal tool. This is where you are going to need alcohol, and probably in
large quantities. Using the large trim tool to protect the headliner and my big boy screwdriver I
decided to treat this vehicle as if I rented it, as opposed to paying a significantly large sum of
dineros for it. Yes I leaned on the screwdriver as if I was in a hurry at the junkyard and with a
frightening sound the overhead console came out, slightly, maybe an inch, or inch and a half. I
could see that the sides were held in by plastic tabs that could be squeezed in, which released
the console by another half inch. Now fully in my junkyard mentally. One retaining clip just flat
out disappeared into the ozone layer. I heard a noise is it buzzed by me and hit somewhere
inside the car and then magically vanished. Without one clip reinstalling the upper console
would be impossible, so I resorted to my secret weapon to find anything that is lost. She can
find anything. But even with her super powers the clip remained in a parallel universe, lost
forever. Once the console was removed the reason for its reluctance became visible. The
photographs below identify mangled front and rear clips green arrows. At this point the sensor
cover can be removed after removing the passenger airbag light plug. Note sensor assemblies
on windshield. Examination of the retaining clips that hold the overhead console up identified
the problem. These clips are designed to be compressed during installation and then
uncompressed and expand into openings within the plastic surround installed in the roof. Once
the clips have expanded into the corresponding openings in the overhead console surround
there is no room and therefore no way to re-compress them to release the console. Now, a
properly designed clip would re-compress when the console was being removed. This is not a
properly designed clip. When the console is installed and the clips expand, the bottom of some
clips can extend over the lip of the opening in the plastic surround in the roof. By pulling down
on the overhead console you are digging your own grave or the clips grave as the bottom of the
clips, now behind the plastic lip that they are uncompressed into, will not release them until
they are bent and deformed. In the series of photographs below the scrap wood represents the
plastic recess that the clips expand into to hold the overhead console. The blue arrow shows
the area of the clip that attaches to the overhead console. The red arrow photograph below

shows the ideal position of the clip as it relates to the plastic recess. Note that this is a new clip.
The problem is that the design of the clip leaves no room for real world variances. In pushing
the console firmly into its opening in order to reinstall it back into the roof, the process
invariably compress the headliner somewhat. The result is disaster because the bottom of the
clip can travel beyond its target area and expands to sit on top of the plastic lip red arrow
photograph below. Blue arrows show the mangled clips. In either of these cases the clip is
doomed and cannot be removed without destroying them. Finally, you might think that fixing
the clips and reinstalling the console will work. The answer is "maybe". If you can fairly
replicate the angle of the clips, using the new clip in the above photographs then there is a
reasonable expectation that they will work. If they are not duplicated fairly accurately then the
console might not hold or be too loose in the opening. Is there a foolproof solution for properly
reinstalling the roof console? Yes, purchase new clips before you start this project. The part
number is 95B and you will need four. If you are purchasing from the Porsche dealer you will
also need to be sitting down when you place your order. At this point I had no choice. Having
lost one clip it was now necessary for me to interface with the Death Star Porsche dealer. I
called the Porsche dealer and ordered four clips, part number 5B I asked how much the cost
would be. Did I want to order them? I own an Aston Martin, I know what excessive markup on
parts is. I must grudgingly congratulate Porsche, they have reset the bar and has taken it to a
whole new level. The sad part is that if the dealer had the clips in stock I would have bought
them smile. A web search determined that suncoastparts. With the overhead console removed
you will have access to the wires that power the Home Link system green arrow photograph
below. As noted earlier, the Home Link garage door opener is activated not from the mirror, but
via the overhead console and is the ideal source for powering the radar detector as that circuit
is powered on and off with the ignition switch. You will a need multi meter to identify the ground
and power wires that operates the Home Link circuit, which is activated from a button on the
overhead console, and for most people this will be the power source. But I was having second
thoughts. First there was a possibility that power could not be sources at the above wires. This
far into the project, with the overhead console removed, I decided to pick up power at the fuse
box, specifically the fuse box at the drivers side of the dash that houses the Home link fuse
panel. The reason was simple. I wanted total control over the power source along with a
dedicated fuse just for the Radar Detector. If I bridged onto the Home link power source at the
upper console I would be permanently tied into that circuit and that fuse. I wanted separate
fuses. Note: Round off the end of any wire being used for a snake. This will avoid going through
your headliner. Attach the wire that will be used to power the detector to the snake and drag
through to the console opening. The Radar detector will be powered with a cable exiting from
the top of the clamshell that surrounds the rear view mirror attachment point at the windshield.
The clamshell is removed by splitting it apart at the front just above the mirror stalk. The
photographs below shows the clamshell open. Rear of the clamshell closed and the clamshell
and sensor cover as they would be installed on the windshield. With the clamshell closed, a
small hole is drilled in the center of the top as it would be installed on the windshield, just big
enough for the Radar detector mirror tap power cable to pass through. The wire from the
console is then routed close to the windshield sensor array on to the dashboard to facilitate
soldering to the mirror tap power cable. After protecting the dash, solder the cable to the mirror
tap making sure to observe polarity. Finish using the appropriate size heat shrink tubing.
Routing these wires was always going to be a bitch. However I was confident that there was a
narrow path that would exit at the clamshell top location. Start by placing the clamshell around
the power wire cable and snapping it closed around the rear view mirror attachment point in the
windshield. The cable must pass between the clamshell and the hard plastic mounting point. Do
a quick check now by holding the detector attached to the Blend Mount next to the mirror stem.
You need to make sure that you have enough power mirror tap cable to plug into the Radar
detector. You cannot pull slack afterwards. This next step is critical. The wire must be routed
exactly as shown in the photograph below. The red arrow indicates the soldered attachment of
the mirror tap to the new power cable. The yellow and green arrows indicate where the mirror
tap cable must go. Around and tight to the bottom of the sensor box green arrow and between
the blue connection and sensor body. Do it right and the plastic sensor array cover will snap
back into its retaining clips. If it does not, remove sensor array cover and check wire routing.
With the clamshell and sensor array covers on, use tie wraps to secure the new Radar detector
power cable green arrow photograph below to the existing cable at the top of the console's
opening. Using a trim tool, lift the rubber weather stripping from the door channel and tuck the
power cable underneath it. Work your way down the door opening and exit inside the driver side
fuse panel. The detector would be temporarily powered via a fuse tap at the fuse panel. Pulling
the number three 10 AMP fuse cut power to the Home Link system and a temporary connection

to my detector power cable confirmed that was indeed the correct fuse. I decided not to use a
fuse tap a separate fuse would be installed on another project I used a method that I have used
before, which is to solder the positive red power cable wire directly to one side of a 10 AMP fuse
blue arrow. The white wire was soldered to a generic ground "Y" connection green arrow in the
photograph below. I used the top stud as my ground contact by placing it between two washers
red arrow and replaced the 10 AMP fuse in position number three in the fuse panel. The tap is
on the right side of the fuse because power comes in at the left contact. Test power to the
detector. Attach Blend Mount adapter and install on mirror stem. Attach detector to Blend
Mount adapter. I use a level to set the initial horizontal plane. If done correctly, the Mirror Tap
power wire routing cable should look like the photograph below. Attach the new clips or
carefully re-bending the old clips based on the prior photographs to the overhead console and
reinstall being careful with the console trim. The following diagram illustrates how the individual
components are configured in our V1 Mirror Systems. The Valentine One Radar Unit - commonly
referred to as a "V1" has been popular among car enthusiasts for years. Placement of the V1
Radar Unit will vary depending on your vehicle. The unit must be placed within the range of
your windshield and must not be obstructed by metal objects. Examples of common locations
for mounting the V1 include thevehicles headliner, a rear headrest or custom enclosure
mounted on top of the rear parcel shelf. The cover on the V1 is often removed to allow
placement in tighter spaces. Laser detectors are not an effective defense against laser guns. We
recommend the use of a laser jammer in conjunction with your V1 for full protection. Please
visit our FAQ section for more information. The V1 Remote Audio Adapter is an accessory that
provides full control of the main V1 radar unit when it is out of reach. It also has it's own built in
speaker as well as an audio jack. The audio adapter may be installed wherever it is convenient.
We recommend placing it in a location that is within easy reach yet out of sight, such as the
underside of your dash close to the hood release. The control knob may be extended from the
audio adapter using a custom wiring harness to allow it to be installed in areas where the entire
unit will not fit. The V1 Direct-Wire Power Adapter powers the entire system and channels data
from the the main V1 unit to the Concealed Display - located inside your mirror. Hard wiring the
V1 using the Direct-Wire Power Adapter is common and locating vehicle specific instructions
for a suitable switched power supply and ground for most cars can be found by a quick search
online. The V1 Concealed Display will be integrated into your vehicle's rear view mirror with
factory appearance and precision. For information about a custom plug and play Valentine One
Mirror System for your vehicle please contact us. Skip to content. Valentine One Mirror System.
Common System Configurations. V1 Concealed Display The V1 Concealed Display will be
integrated into your vehicle's rear view mirror with factory appearance and precision. Click here
to view all improvements. They know only where your car is, so they block a zone all around
your car. This may be okay in a weak detector, but a long-range detector may find that signal a
mile away. Now GPS works against you because the block covers a huge zone. V1 Gen2
combines long range with lowered risk. Also known as Blind Spot Warning BSW , lane-change
warning, side-assist and similar sounding names, these are usually radar-based systems using
K band. They warn the driver of a vehicle in the way of a lane change. V1 Gen2 resists
interference from almost all of them. The same sensor is also used in some Mercedes Benz
vehicles and Chrysler and Jeep vehicles. For more info, please click here. When reverse has
been engaged, the system will warn of a vehicle or object approaching from behind on either
side of the vehicle or directly from behind, yet out of rear camera range. Some systems will
even apply the brakes to avoid impact. Also known as Forward Collision Warning FCW ,
crash-mitigation warning, adaptive cruise control, automatic-emergency braking or similar
sounding names. These systems warn a driver of an impending collision with a car or object
directly in its forward path. Some systems apply the brakes, sometimes firmly enough the bring
the vehicle to a full stop. V1 Gen2 resists interference from those systems in Mercedes-Benz
and commercial vehicles. Vehicle manufacturers are generally moving toward the
higher-frequency 77 GHz system. Since they use the same laser wave length as
speed-enforcement laser, they trigger a similar laser warning in V1 Gen2. Mazda and Volvo
models from will continue to be troublesome until we release a firmware update sometime later
in Toyot
e36 head gasket replacement
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a, on the other hand, continues to equip the Corolla hatchback, Prius, and Yaris with the
problematic laser. The ADAS advanced driver-assistance system in some and newer Cadillac
and Audi models uses a forward laser scanner for crash-mitigation, which can present a

problem for V1 Gen2. Some â€” Lexus vehicles, â€” Toyotas, and â€” Infiniti models are
equipped with an optional laser-based crash-mitigation system that can interfere with V1 Gen2.
Since the laser-based system was an option available only on the highest-trim level, this
concern will continue fading away as age takes these cars off the road. Do you know what's
around the next corner? Radar detector plus radar locator, all in one. Radar Locator. Bogey
Counter. Threat ID. Full Coverage. Easy smartphone connection. Connect to any compatible
device you already have. Our Free App for iPhone. Our Free App For Android. Too noisy where
you are? V1 can whisper through headphones. More Protection. Need it now? Shipped straight
to you.

